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Abstract (en)
The neck protector is formed by a rear shield-shaped part (100), which rests on the shoulders and the upper part of the back, and two front shield-
shaped parts (251) (252), which rest on the upper front part of the torso, one on either side of the neck. Said front shield-shaped parts (251) (252)
are connected to the rear shield-shaped part (100) by articulation means, for example hinges (301) (302), the rotation pins of which are oriented
towards the top, towards the back and towards the centre such that the point (O 1 ) of intersection of which is located above and below them. Not
only the front shield-shaped parts (251) (252) but also the rear shield-shaped part (100) can be fastened to the clothing via connecting areas, and by
virtue of the special orientation of the pins of the hinges (301) (302) it is possible for the neck protector (001) to be able to be placed and removed
together with any clothing. The configuration of the protector allows a quick-connection device for the various elements to be incorporated plus a
system for adjustment to various body sizes.
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